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Research
About

As graphic designers, we must be able to talk visually and
verbally about our work to our clients. We must be able to
understand how advertising and communication go hand in
hand and how to reach a target market with our ads effectively.
The more we know about our target market, the more precise
we can be by developing our market strategy.

Needs

This concept work illustrates visually and verbally the process
to effectively develop a market strategy for Airbnb. This
conceptual work shows how to take an existing publication
and recreate an ad within it to target a different audience.
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Research

The latest Airbnb campaign is to encourage travelers not to “go to” their desired
location, but to live there, like a local. Airbnb is trying to target millennials and
LGBT couples who are starting to have families. The new campaign is showing
how to live like a local while supplying accommodations for families.
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ORIGINAL
ADVERTISEMENT

AGE
18-35
OCCUPATION
n/a
GENDER M/F
46 / 54
MEDIAN INCOME
middle class
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Research cont.
Parents Magazine helps moms and dads in every step of parenthood from
the early stages of pregnancy through the later years of school. The magazine
always has recommendations and the latest news on kid’s health, safety,
nutrition, behavior and more to give parents the tools needed for healthy and
happy children.

healthy kids, happy families

RAISE AN
OPTIMISTIC
CHILD

25
ALLERGY-FRIENDLY
FOODS ALL
KIDS WILL LOVE

THE CHILL
WAY TO HANDLE
TIME-OUTS

G OTC H A !

APRIL FOOL’S
TRICKS TO
PLAY ON KIDS

AGE
38
OCCUPATION
none
GENDER M/F
14 / 86
MEDIAN INCOME
58k
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The book
that just might
save your
marriage!
page 16

COME ON OVER!

COLORFUL , YUMMY
EASTER BRUNCH

plus

PIN-WORTHY PEEPS
CREATIONS
APRIL 201 7 PARENTS.COM

ORIGINAL
PUBLICATION

Research

National Geographic Traveler Magazine inspires millions with the mindset to
explore. They have successfully reached the youngest audience better than any
other travel magazine. From its signature photography to its authentic experiences,
they have reached an astonishing 11.1 million total readers in 2018.

TARGET
PUBLICATION

AGE
44
OCCUPATION
none
GENDER M/F
49 / 51
MEDIAN INCOME
120k
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Ideas
Sketches
I wanted to target the adventure-seeking vacationers that don’t
want to stay in hotels while discovering new places. I wanted to
have my ad showing people being adventurous outdoors without
showing a tent.
I needed to have a strong headline for my advertisement. National
Geographic is known for its photos, so the majority of the ad
would have to be a photo. The full page photo would not leave
much room to place body copy, so I had to have a very catchy but
short headline. I mainly focused on what an avid outdoors person
would likely say.

Strategy
To let people know that Airbnb is also in remote places along with
190 countries. The placement in this new ad is to gain exposure to
adventure-seeking adults vs. family-oriented adults.

Headlines
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Escape the ordinary.
Be adventurous.
Live your adventure.
Where to now.
Eat. Sleep. Live like a local.
Off the beaten path.
See the world.

Sketches

I realized after finishing my sketches that I had veered away from my target audience. I
decided to change my direction in all of the ads. My ads were not living up to the brand
or the new publication. My word list came from words that related to outdoors and
where to stay while being adventurous.

Word List
Adventure
Live
Escape
Fun
Vacation
Travel

Eat
Sleep
Thrill
House
Rent
World

Exciting
Bigger
Save
Local
Outdoors
Explore
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Ideas cont.
Ad Ideas
For the ad below I used luggage tags and asked the question
of where to now. I chose a toy that my target audience would
have played with as a child. Since it was a small toy, I decided
to make it stand out from its background by just having color
on the toy and the tags. I wanted the ad to be fun, yet still show
the idea of traveling.
I liked this luggage ad and decided to do two more ads to see
where else I could take this.
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The image used above comes from multiple online sources.

Ad Ideas

The left ad targeted travelers who want to live and mingle like a local. This traveler
isn’t just someone who wants to eat at the local hot spot, but someone who will
eat and stay where the locals do. I decided to use a photo of public bathing, which
shows how these particular locals live.
The right ad targeted the ultimate outdoors person. This target is not someone who
likes to be adventurous and not just stay in a hotel, but someone who will stay in a
cottage in the mountains after a long kayak excursion. I wanted the ad to look like a
photo filter or caption illustrating what one would do on an adventure-seeking trip.

The image used above comes from (pexels.com)

The image used above comes from multiple online sources.
All photos are for placement only.
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Ideas cont.
Focus Group Ideas

“‘Where to now’ is my favorite of the three because it is simple and gets the
point across in an intriguing way. (Even though, all of these would work.)
The bright yellow bus against the black and white blurred background is
very nice--especially with this being a travel magazine targeting 30-60
year-olds. It’s easily more versatile for different locations.” - Kimberly D.
“First of all, I’d like to say that ‘Live Your Adventure’ is so Tumblr. I appreciate
it so much though, lol. Secondly, your photoshop skills on all of these are
so awesome. I’m jealous. I really love your ‘where to now’ ad, but I’m not
sure ‘WHR’ would make sense to people in your target market closer to the
60 y/o age.” - Brianna S.
“‘Eat. Sleep. Live Like a Local’ is my favorite. It looks like it’d straight up
be in a traveling magazine. The photo works well, showing just enough
cultural imagery to suggest it’s a foreign area
(to us Americans ).” - Brittney C.
“First of all, wow x 3. Any of these work exactly as is. I am very impressed.
You could pick your favorite and override any of what I am about to say. I
would be ok with that.” - Nikki A.
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Group Ideas
The design I ultimately chose was the “WHR TO NOW” ad. I decided that the
overall message and tone of the ad was more powerful than the other two ads.
Airbnb chose to shift their once dominating target audience of single millennials
to more family-oriented millennials and LGBT couples. I wanted the ad to
be playful and pop with a toy taxi being the focal point and the luggage tags
incorporating the headline. Since this new publication is all about traveling and
photography, it only made sense to have a visually strong image with a small
caption. I believe the target audience will understand the headline and will
know who and what Airbnb is.
The idea behind this series is to show the
idea of traveling while being playful with
colors and objects. I didn’t want to show an
actual taxi because that would have taken
away from the brand’s identity. I wanted to
show the essence of traveling and ultimately
staying in an Airbnb rental. I used different
backgrounds like a beach and the outdoors
to illustrate further with traveling.

The image used above comes from multiple online sources.

The image used above comes from multiple online sources.
All photos are for placement only.
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Revisions
Photos
Headlines

I liked the luggage tags and the use of yellow within the photos.
I decided to go against all taxi photos and instead take my own pictures
of two other vehicles.
I also decided to work on the headlines more to make all the ads a little
bit different. I thought about using the headlines “SEE THE WRLD”
and “OFF THE PATH” for the other two ads I was redesigning.
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The image used above comes from multiple online sources.

Photo Revisions

The two vehicles I felt would go well with a
taxi was an airplane and a truck. I felt these
were all similar types of transportation
that one would use when traveling.
I also kept the vehicles the same yellow
color as the original taxi photo. I felt by
following the same yellow color, it would
tie well with the National Geographic
Traveler colors and be fitting with luggage
tags above each type of transportation
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Final
Ads
Filters

The final ads all incorporate a black and white photo with a
yellow toy vehicle. Each ad still has the luggage tags but instead
of all saying “WHR TO NOW,” one says “SEE THE WRLD” and
the other says “OFF THE PATH.”
I chose to put the “OFF THE PATH” headline on the airplane
toy. I also placed “SEE THE WORLD” on the toy truck because
one would see more if you drive vs. taking a taxi.
I felt the regular Airbnb logo wouldn’t fit with the new ads, so
I changed it. It’s not a permanent logo change but just one that
would run with this campaign. The idea behind it was to be a
passport stamp. The logo is a round ink stamp that one would
receive when traveling abroad.
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Final Ads
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Final cont.
Even though the ads worked well on their own, I felt the campaign
needed a little more support. I thought while each customer is
traveling, they could post to Snapchat with a custom filter. Each
filter would have the luggage tag headlines across the top. Not only
would this be a neat way to share on social media, but it is marketing
that pays for itself.

All photos are for placement only. The image used above comes from (unsplash.com)
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